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"Freedom is an absolute necessity for progress in science
and the liberal arts.

"The writer is an engineer of
Stalin
the human soul.
"-Joe-

"-Bene-
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GENETIC FORUM
will address
the social and political implications of the genetic revolution
when an ongoing public forum
.on the new biology continues
Oct. 22 in Wooster.
Sheldon Krimsky, professor
of urban and environmental
policy at Tufts University, and
Zsolt Harsanyi, vice president
of E.F. Button it Co., will
address "Understanding the Social and Political Implications
of the Genetic Revolution," at
7:30 p.m. in The Ohio Agricultural Research and Development. Center's Fisher Auditorium.
Krimsky has lectured at Boston University, the University
of South Florida, Purdue University and recently Tufts University. Courses he has taught
include Environmental Issues
and Human Values; Philosophy
f Science; Scientific Research
and the Human Condition; Nature of Scientific Inquiry; and

Harsanyi is vice president of
& Co. in New York
and serves on the Scientific
Advisory Board of Hutton's
venture, California Biotechnology, Inc. His group at Hutton
organized and raises capital for
biotechnology companies.
For the past two years he
served as project director for
genetics at the .U.S. government's Office of Technology
Assessment The group identified the issues that may arise

Krimsky received bis bacheof science in physics, and
lor
-mkthemfctics Tit" Brooklyn Cdl- : lege.
He earned his master's
degree in physics from Purdue
University, and his doctorate in
philosophy : and v philosophy of
science from Boston University.
Involved in a genetic engineering project in 1981, Krimsky was consultant to the Presi-

from Cornell, the - New York

Put yourself in the place of a
scientist doing research in the

rapidly growing field of
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non-scienti-
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1970.

After graduation, he taught
at Cornell University Medical
College and served as the director of the field of genetics,
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the academic acEcology and Environmental coordinating
staff members
of
the
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Technology.
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genetics. How would you answer
this . question: What are the
ultimate goals of science as it
relates to genetic engineering?
You may think it a question not
concerned with the average
reader, but read it again and
really try to answer in the scientific point of view. Now consider
the same question as a
How would you personally like to see science direct
itself in the field of genetics?
Possible answers to these
questions were discussed last
Monday evening as the fifth of a
series of lectures entitled "The
Genetic Revolution: A Public
Forum on Values and the New
Biology." Addressing the values
needed to evaluate the issue was
Daniel Callahan (Institute of
Society. Ethics and the Life
Sciences). In addition, . both
Frits M. Rotman. professor and
chairman of the Department of

and

--

from applied genetics

presented the Congress with
the appropriate policy options
to resolve the issues.
Harsanyi received his bachelor's degree from Amherst College in 1965 and his doctorate in
genetics from the Albert Einstein College of Medicine in

74 r:"'

Hnmital.the
ilenioriaiCanceriiJiockefeller
Sloan-Ketterin-

ff

University, and the New York
Blood Center.
In 1977, Harsanyi was the
recipient of the Andrew W.
Mellon "Teacher-Scientist- "

Award.r
Haranyi's recent research is
in the area of mutagenesis and
viral pathogenesis- - He was the
first to show that alcohol can
lead to disturbances in chromosome separation. This may explain why alcoholics are at an
increased risk for giving birth

need

BY CAROLYN REIRSON
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E.F. Hutton
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Two speakers

st.

Molecular Biology and

SHSLDON KRIKSKY
I
i

at Case Western.
Reserve University's School of
Medicine, and Rochelle Seider
lawyer and professor of genetics
at Northeastern Ohio University's College of Medicine, served
as respondents to Callahan's
.
topics.
One student said. "I thought
the speakers were very dry and
and they didn't
really give me a great sense of
satisfaction after the lecture.4'
Whether or not this opinion is
Microbiology

s

0

small white boxes with two
beside each terThe Computer Center is one of green lights devices
allow terdent's Commission for the
These
minal.
the most widely used facilities
computers
Study of Ethical Problems in
on the
and
on campus. Students and facul- minals
Medicine and Biomedical and
to
communicate
WoosterNet
ty from every department use
Behavioral Research. He was
VAX and terminals located with each other. It is of critical
the
UNon the Cambridge Experimen- to abnormal children.
every
building. Because the importance to NEVER never
in
to
THEM
tation Review Board and "the
and
PLUG
In collaboration with Richard computer is such an important
any of their switches. ,
Recombinant DNA Review Hutton,
he was author of the shared resource, it is important touch
the
of
Panel. He is a member
Along
a similar vein, do not very widespread, however,
"Genetic Prophecy: Be- that everyone on campus be change any
National Institutes of Health book.
of the setting on a Callahan began with some valid
yond the Double Helix."
aware of a few points.
Oversight Board.
settings like
These
terminal
was also a consultant to
Packet Communication those on the PCUs
about the general direcKrimsky is the author of theHePresident's
are only points
for
Commission
for
PCUs
usually
called
Units,
would take towards
genetics
tion
."Alchemy: The Social History the Study of Ethical Problems .apparent reasons, are those
'Continued on Page 8
on the role of
based
the
future
ConDNA
of the Recombinant
in Medicine and Biomedical
certain values acquired by both
troversy." .. ;. - ..
and Behavioral Research.
the scientist and the public. For
instance, Individualism .of -- the
scientist and his pursuit of his
own personal goals may
triumph over the concern for
BY CHUCK CRAIG common good and the obligation
This Saturday, Oct 13, Nancy Frederic Chopin's "Etude,'
to
the welfare of future generaKinsey will perform on piano for opus 25, No. 1.
tions. Or how aggressively
This evening, Kinsey will also
the convention fo the Ohio
should science tamper with
Federation of Music Clubs. perform, this time with senior
with determination or
nature:
Kinsey, a senior piano major voice major Deanna Peden. a
Another value to be
wariness?
and student of Daniel Winter, soprano. They will give a joint
qualified
is
that of gambling or
earned this honor by winning concert for the Cleveland Alum mid-for- m
g
science. Should it
in
last year's OFMC contest. Win- ni Club meeting at Stouffer's
proceed like a shot in the dark or
ners of the previous year's conwith the utmost caution? There
sfbff--hav- o
The next Music Department
test are normally asked to perstrong arguments for each
are
form at the convention, which is recital will be held on Thursday,
side, but Callahan concluded
in Columbus, this year. Kinsey Oct 18. at 11:00 a.m., in McGaW
that society will probably move
will be playing "Variations on a Chapel. This is a student recital,
with its more aggressive in- Hungarian Song, V opus 21, No. 2, featuring a variety of perstincts.
and
".
Continued on Page
by " Johannes Brahms. and formers, both majors
,
and is free of charge.
BY BRUCE JONES
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Dear Editor:
This is a letter of clarification, and not of objection; even
so, it is something of a luxury,
so I will limit myself to addressing two specific ambiguities, and to a brief apolegetic of
my journalistic tone.
Initially, however, I wish to
thank those students who replied to my earlier articles.
Given my penchant for satire,
it is appropriate to add that
these thanks are not sarcastic;
it is an essential consistency
that a writer who freely articulates his thoughts not seal his
ears against those of others.
I did not compare the Woos-te- r
Symphony to a junior high
school band; I compared the
arrangement of Selections from
'Annie' to an arrangement written for the capacities of a
junior high level ensemble. The
distinction is important, and I
did not think I was unclear,
although it is possible.
The question of Who Is Capable for the presidency is a
complex one. It was not I who
suggested that a governor is
intrinsically incompete to be
the Chief Executive. A District

Attorney for. say, Holmes
County would encounter rela-

g
probtively few
lems, it seems to me; the
population is fairly homogeneous, and thinks pretty much
the same about many things. In
New York City (the New Babylon, if you follow Falwell), the
monolithic values that served
family
America in the past
and its structures, religion ditto, the traditionally convention-alpole- s
of Right and Wrong that
so much of Middle America
are contakes for granted
stantly questioned, on the
streets and in the courts. My
preference for
and for president, for that matlies with a candidate
ter
capable of handling the sort of
decisions a Queens D.A. has to
make, tough and personal decisions. Ferraro displayed this
toughness of fibre brilliantly
during the press interview over
Zaccaro's to Mondale's decision
process; ask me again when
Mrs. Bush has been audited.
In responding so heatedly to
my various aricles, three students have assailed aspects of
them which they find objectionable; I'm all for it, having little
or no fear of criticism. I myself
had written about aspects of
Reagan's campaign, Tom
Jone's argument and the Woos-t- er
Symphony which I find
mind-bendin-

vice-preside-

nt

-

objectionable, ideologically
andor artistically. In their responses, sincerity was my
peer's conceit; satire is often
n
mine. But to consider the
of my articles
"abuse.. .of a tool" and "a
publi-catio-

means to vent personal frustra-tyionis a disservice not to
myself, who knows better, but to
.
Page 2
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the Voice editor, who is certainly no puppet of mine. In none of
my articles of two weeks ago
were my objections unique to
myself, neither are they uni--.
lateral personal excoriations. I
have great respect for Mr.
Moore's musicianship, but it
would be equally insulting to
his intelligence as to mine to
suggest that no fault might
therefore be found with the
man; it is just as erroneous to
identify the entire man Tom
Jones with a single, short arti-- J
cle on a vice presidential candi-- (

dfltC

It is true that satire is incap-

able of being impersonal; even

th most stylized caricature

draws its power from a likeness to traits in real people. If
Stephanie, Jamie and Brian
feel that my writing style is
inappropriate to campus issues,
I respect their opinions, but
disagree.
So criticize me. I am accused
of negativism and cynacism, of
being snide, arrogant and in
poor taste. I tend to disagree;
but I am not brittle.
Karl P. Henning
Box

C-18-
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To the Editor

and I can only say they are a
dynamic, enthusiastic, vital

:

I am writing to inform the student body of an important, active, influential group of alumni,
the College of Wooster Alumni
Board, the executive board of
the Alumni Association. The
Alumni Board is comprised of
three classes of seven members,
the President (Carol Drum- inond, '62), the two faculty
renresentatives (Al Van Wie and
Pabi0 Valencia, this year), and
i Viva a eiisl Anf ronPACOnf aHvAf
(myself. Chip Davis, and
Hudson) who are members
Associaof the Student-Alumtion (S.A.A.). The Alumni Board
members are elected by fellow
alumni, appointed by the Board
or are Trustee representatives.
The six Trustee representatives
are elected by the alumni and
serve as Trustees of the College.
They meet twice a year, once in
the fall (Homecoming Weekend,
this year) and once in the sping.
The Alumni Board members
come from all over the country,
An-toi-

ne

ni

.

including Los Angeles,

force for the College. They have
a genuine interest in Wooster
now. not merely when they were
here.
Please make an attempt to meet
them whenever they are here.
On Saturday, Oct. 27 Oliver C.
The S.A.A. and I have benefited
Henkel.
Jr. , campaign manager
from their influenve on the camfor Gary Hart, will be speaking
pus and on us as individuals.
at Case Western Reserve
Kathy Whalen
University's
School of Law,
President, Student-Alum9:00
from
a.m.
to 11:30 a.m.
Association
Henkel
his B.A. and
earned
Box
ext. 2700
LL.B. degrees at Yale University. Until assuming his responsibilities with the Gary Hart
campaign, he was a partner
with the Jones, Day, Reavis, &
Pogue law firm.
Henkel was the founding
To the Editor:
president of The Playhouse
I would like to address myself Square Foundation and has sev-e- d
to the people who do not wish to
as Trustee to the Boards of
see President Reagan re- Children's Services, Karamu
elected. The President has a House, and the Neighborhood
distinct advantage over Walter Centers Association.
Mondale because there is more
He has served on the Bar
than one way to vote for him. As Association of. Greater
the supposed leader in the public Cleveland's Professional Ethics
opinion polls, Reagan's sup- Committee and Grievance.
is
porters have the luxury of three currently an executive withHe
Prooptions. They may either vote gressive Insurance Companies.
directly for Reagan, vote in
directly for Reagan by'castiiig a
ballot for a minor candidate, or
THE WOOSTER VOICE
not vote at all, which favors the
vsrsn-i-

pecofi,

ni

C-30- 35,

Reagan

Philadelphia. Milwaukee, Lynchburg, V.A., and Washington,
D.C. This year they arrived on
Friday and bega,n meeting at
noon. The members are each on
The Student Government As- at least two committees. The
sociation held its General As- - committees and their purposes status quo.
sembly meeting Monday, Oct. are: Alumni Activities and Ser-1Those who do not wish to see
The main purpose of this vices, to assist Alumni Relations
meeting was to allocate funds staff in planning effective pro-t- o President Reagan
campus organizations who grams for alumni club have only one option. They only
one man who can win, and
had applied. Congratulations to meetings,
activities have
his
name
is Walter Mondale.
ony
rom
H?e r161!13 Jo
and services to alumni; Alumni
the S.G.A. fund and thanks to Admissions, to consider and Granted, Mondale is behind in
ine rmanciai Anairs i,omnm- - commend appropriate and ef the opinion polls, but opinion
teet
Organizations, MnM
especiallyv
are not an exact science.
tee! Organizations.
alumni polls
methods for
j
i
j: j uuii receive
When
pollsters determine who
re- - evuc
uiuse wnu
uiu
assistance in the admissions they poll,
they base their figures
an application, are reminded Program ? the College. Career on the last available election. In
to. advise CPPS 1980.
that funds will again be alloc at Opportunities,
approximately 50 of all
concerning
involvement eligible
alumni
ed at the beginning of next
voters participated.
opin identifying career
semester.
More men than women, more
Trustee Weekend is coming portunities for Wooster students whites than blacks, and more
up on Oct
Students will and graduates; Communica- wealthy than poor went to the
have the chance to have lunch tions and Public Relations, to polls. Countless
thousands of
with the Trustees on Sat. Oct. consider and recommend ap- Democrats, disenchanted
by
20. Signups for this event are propriate methods'for effectiveJimmy
former
President
limited and will begin on Mon.' ly disseminating information Carter did not vote, or
cast their
Oct. 15. Watch for further de- about the College through the
ballots
for
John
Anderson.
In
tails and keep these dates in Wooster Fund, capital projects, reality, pollsters cannot predict
mind!
prodeferred giving and special
The S.G.A. has set aside a jects; Distinguished Alumni the future. The best that they'
space in every meeting's agen- Awards, to select the pan do- is make an educated
guess.
da for "The People's Forum." Distinguished Alumni
Award Walter
Mondale may become
opportunity
This is an
for
Nominating," to
next
groups, individuals, or organi- recipients;
the
of the United.
President
nominate for vacancies on the
zations to bring up and discuss Alumni Board, for Alumni States, but first he needs two!
any complaints, concerns or
things to occur. First, he needs
and the office of the support
ideas they have concerning the Trustees,
of everyone who is
campus. The S.G.A. is more, President-Elec- t.
a Ronald Reagan fan. Senot
The members diligently and cond, he needs to build a coalithan willing to hear and discuss
enthusiastically
contribute to tion
any problems brought to them
that the pollsters cannot
by students. Please take advan- their committees from Friday measure, similar to the one that
until Sunday noon. They take Ronald Reagan built in 1980.
tage of this opportunity!
If
There will be no S.G.A. meet time to appreciate the athletic he can successfully do so. then
campus.
on
events
ing on Mon. Oct. 15 due to and cultural
he can pull out the greatest
midterm break. Meetings will and they meet with the Student- - upset of the century.
resume, however, on Mon. Oct. Alumni Association for lunch on
22 at 7:30 p.m. in Lowry Facul- - s Saturday and a social hour
ty Lounge. Please plan to at - Saturday night. I have attended Andrew Homing
PatSchmitx
- two Alumni Board weekends.
tend!
.
James Martino
i

M
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seem to make it useless. To, BY CHRIS LUSE
this effort one needs hope I The tall tale has been an ing." Cy could only take five believe me, I brought along the
Everyone is confronted at makeoptimism-zweckoptimisAmerican tradition since the steps after planting them before very same matchsticks." Cy exleast once in a while by today's, and
ena
oi
izwecxj
Bunyon and Pecos a huge explosion shook the claimed.
mus
the
for
global problems: oppression motivating oneself to make thej days of PaulTuesday's
Cy also said he possessed the
convoca- ground and cucumber vines
Bill.
In
last
poverty
and
and the resulting
1
out
him,
catching
snaked
was
after
world's
fastest hunting dog. A
p
revived
tion,
tradition
of nu- effort
starvation, the build-uboundary I in a this
the
of
fuzziness
The
by
skeptics scoffed at him,'
manner
Rick
spirited
of
bunch
clear, "conventional" and between the possible and the I
to
choking
nearly
him
challenged
them to bring
him
and
Sowash,
Renaissance
the
he
and
of
weapons,
pollution,
chemical
yields otter more
show death. However "a freakish their dogs and have a race. Cy
The
Mansfieid.
of
destruction of the natural envi- impossible
a
ronment, and discrimination of positive possiblities based on
entitled "Cy Gatton Rides June frost killed all the vines used a fox as the bait and all the
A One Man Show." The and set me free." Next June. Cy dogs took off after it However,
Again.
all kinds of groups of human
f i, ho nd
of
the
beings, to name some
""tor. Rick Sowash. introduced and his brothers planted a pum- the fox was more clever than he
most important categories.
had thought It found Cy's
must' his character of Cy Gatton as a pkin "and got out of the way this
so
was
pumpkin
Reflection on these problems
The
the
scythe lying in his field, and rubstudied
who
time."
first
have not naturalist
that I myself
and
can easily lead to resignation. admit
sides
out
cut
the
they
boundary
huge
bed
bis scent on it and ran out inas far
probed this
Asking oneself what one can do
a
of
as
barn.
to full view of the dogs. Cy's dog
used it
solving global problems peculiar fly in that at the end
about one or more of these as the
and
fly
to
was way ahead, and took after
life,
faster
starts
it
do its
problems, one comes to the is concerned. However. I
circles
fox. Unfortunately, the dog
ever
smaller
the
into
faster,
deferent j!
conclusion that one person can
Cy said he was often asked if ram right through the scythe
up it,
until
flie.
"it
reared
do practically nothing about
a very I nd disappears." Cy also there were really, wildcats in blade, cutting it in half. Quick-thinkithem. This is especially true if same time. This is me.
Cy ran over and "began
Sci- - J studied the famous Snowsnake. Wildcat Hollow. "Does a one legone realizes how closely inter- interesting venture for
ged
duck
swim
in
yeUow
circles?"
he
little
only
the
sewing
for
known
the two halves
J
the
connected these problems are. entists and engineers probe
replied.
day
Cyrus
One
snow,
a
found
together."
his rush to beat the
In
in
the
leaves
it
burrows
possible
the
They all stem from the same border between
a,
wildcat kitten and took it home other dogs. Cy mistakenly "sewhis
made
Cy
Gatton
another
J
in
impossible
the
and
crudewill
world view, which I
for a pet. The wildcat loved to ed it with two legs up and two
artists and writers in still- pearance, an elderly, garrulous play
ly summarize here. The rationwith yarn, but "the yarn legs down." This. Cy claimed,
inblack
plain
and
a
are
blue
in
man.
them
All
of
al, or what is regarded as the another.
kept
worn down." They increased its speed, bee a used it
gettin'
country
trigued by this unresolved- i outfit with an energetic,
rational, is seen as
aldiscovered
pro-lurithe cat loved to could flip over onto the other
that
no
less
His
speech.
which
first
is
4 style of
Anything that is seen as boundary,
yarn,
eat
as
social
but
it did not seem pair when tired. Cy, stating that
for
work
was
here's
the
in
nouncement
"There
j
'There
subjective is suppressed.
ChanCfiS j
imnrnVMl
any,
K.. tk. tvntk " n
to
an1
t..
they
ignored it. he's never told a lie, left us with
it
hurt
i.ll
exceptions
rule
this
from
are
a
years
4
Two
real
is
later,
was this profound truth, "There are
the
This
wildcat
name
origin
explained
of the
the
however, e.g. ambition, which of survival.
.4.
J
in
involvement
to
kit- three types of people in this
for
have
due
antioomont
kittens.
"All
the
name
County.
very
is
useful,
The
as
of Richland
is regarded
promoted. Only monetary value this field, as opposed to mere came because the glaciers 10.000 tens were born with sweaters," world: People who make thing
aeo decided to put the claimed Cy.One day he was happen, people who let things
is regarded as real as the dry zweckoptimismus.
important vears
expressions "How much is These are some
richest soil in Richland County. walking with his stick in the happen, and those who say 'what
not resigning and and especially on the Gatton Hollow, when a snake lunged at happened?'."
this?" instead of "How much reasons forapathetic.
Consider farm,
does this cost?" reveal. If that becoming
but extra especially in a him. "It sank its teeth two ina
.
seem
problems
does not serve one's own nar- ' them, if the
:
Hollow. He ches deep into my walking stick. 1
Wild
Cat
called
place
TK3
interests, large j 4 insurmountable, and remember
r
I tried to bring back rmy stick,
the said it' was so rich "We're afraid
groups of people are not seen that" tiie" boundary Ibetweeh' will
but
swelled
it
and
swelled
a
until
to plant anything in it." But on
as human beings anymore (e.g. possible and the impossible
we had to haul it back with, the
took
he
brothers,
his
from
out-th- ere
dare
mapped
the Russians for many West- never be quite room1 for fur- some cucumber seeds' out to' horse team." They cut up the
is always
erners, and vice versa). The
Jnlant. When he bent over to wood and made a barn out of it
H
exploration.
prevather
may
assess
the
reader
plant them.JHhey started buzz- - Unfortunately, a great storm
lent mentality among Europecame by later and washed all
ans and Americans differently
poison out, leaving only a
the
than I do, but she or he will
few matchsticks. "An' so you'll
probably accept the assertion
BY WOLFGANG HOESCHELE
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ng

ap-are-

all-importa-

nt.
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towly-peroeiv-
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,

that the:' problems outlined'

above do all stem from the
mentality that is now widespread. Thus one cannot work
at solving any one of these
problems without also addressing the dominant world view
and the other problems that
arise from it This makes such
work all the more difficult:
seemingly impossible.
Now I will not say that noth- ing is impossible. I do not
believe that However, it is not
always easy to say what is and
boundary is
is not possible-tb- is
fuzzy. It does seem discrete,
such as the boundary between
Still,
the USA and Mexico. indistinthese boundaries are both
ct-does
Mexico not extend
far into the western US, and
does the US not extend far into
northern Mexico? A certain
kind of optimism is based on
this lack of distinction. It is

called "Zweckoptimismus"
(tsvekoptimismoos) in
Ger-man-unfortunat-

ely,

I do not
know an equally apt expression
in English. The reasoning behind zweckoptimismus is that
to resign and become apathetic
about something will not possibly be of any good. However,
an effort at improvement may
be helpful, even if the odds
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Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center
NAKED
TRUTH

The following articles are descriptions of the events of
5
."Visions of Our Future." The week
The Black Studies Seminar, inj not recognized or explored and
Women's Week,
examination of the realities of women's
will be a time of
conjunction with other activities their experiences are not seen as
experiences in our society. This year the WRC has worked closely
to be held during Women's! being unique. Students should
THE NAKED TRUTH
Week,
will be sponsoring ai not miss this valuable opportuniwith several other organizations, pooling our resources, in order
The Naked Truth consists of
to present a variety of programs addressing different aspects of over 140 slides of .advertisediscussion entitled "The ty which will enable them to
Creative Awareness of the Black learn more about black women's
women's lives.
ments from a variety of maga
Although this is a week dedicated to exploring the experiences zines plus commentary
The Woman." Both women and men lives. The Black Studies
..111 W. 1 Al4 v
f
O
of women, we believe that it is important for men to become presentation examines specific will be presenting original OKIUU11I
uu Tiua.
&uca- vrui
lc uciu
fully
we
more
can
so
ways
and-or
in
which
aware of the realities of women's lives, that
p.m.
advertisements
by
writings
23,
black
about
in
4:00
day,
at
Oct.
' ,
reinforce stereotypes and effect women. Many times, the artistic Lowry 119.
understand and respect each other as hum an beings.
Since advertise expressions of black women are
The Women's Resource Center would like to thank all those
people who offered ideas and assistance in the planning and ments are a shared cultural
scheduling of Women's Week. It could not have been organized experience, the presentation
provides a common ground for
without the work of many people.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1984- -7 :30PM in MATEER
The members of the Women's Resource Center invite and en- discussion, both as an introducAUDITORIUM
courage all students, faculty, staff, and administrators to join us tion to the issues and as a
The Speakers and Topics Committee of the Student
deeper
explorastimulus for
in the celebration of Women's Week.
Activities Board, The Women's Studies Curriculum Comon.
mittee. The Cultural Events Committee, and The WomThe presentation is as releP
en's Resource Center are please to present Dr. Jean
Kil bourne.
vant for men as it is for wom
en. Sexual stereotyping and the
' SHE is a media analyst, an educator, a writer, and a
glorification of machismo dehufilm maker. Her research has offered a new perspective
manizes everyone and prevents
on the influence.
women
men
and
alike
from
BYMARY COX
SHE is the
film "Killing
of the
Since its founding at The Col- ton; Publications, coordinated achieving full human potential.
-:
Us Softly."
on
Although
focus,
the
is
the
lege of Wooster in 1975, the by Kathy Peck; Office Manage
XdvertoingY
SHE has produced "The Nakei
advertised image of women, ' Image
Women's Resource Center has ment;
of Women."
Special
image
on
men
The
Events.
of
the
effect
this
and
come a long way. It was startSHE recently completed a study of sex role stereotypWRC sponsors weekly pro--i is explored. One of the major
ed by Sally Fitch, a student grams
ing
TV commercials.
in
7:00pm
(Wednesdays at
goals of the presentation is to
who felt the need for a support
is currently writing an anthology on alcoholism
jSHE
a
119),
dialogue
produces
expand
Lowry
the
between
in
group, and met in a small room
and
literature.
shows free films women and men concerning the
in the basement of Holden HalL newsletter,
SHE has been interviewed by Time. The Christian
damage sexism inflicts on us Science
Later, the Center was moved to twice a week, and organizes
Monitor. The Village Voice, and. the Associated
a room behind Horn's Truck Women's Week each year. In all, as individuals and in ' rela
.
among
others.- Press,
an
ex
.
WRC
tionships.
has
Stop, and finally to its present addition, the
on
"Toapperaed
,
SHE
NBC's
and
"Weekend"
Jias
collection of books, pe--f A recent report by the United
location between Security and tensive
r-?
day" shows. W
albums, and files that Nations Commission on the Sta
riodicals,
the Student Government office
SHE
England
is
New
of
Assistant
Director
the
Screen
anyone's use
in the basement of Lowry Cen- are available for knowledge
Education
Associtaion.
of tus of Women claims that "ad- -'
ter. There have been many Because of its
SHE is a member of the Steering Committee of the
vertising is the worst offender National
changes besides location, how- community resources, the WRC
Center for Women in the Performing Arts.
spe in perpetuating the image of
ever, and these changes have staff can refer people withorga
is speaking at the College of Wooster.
SHE
women as sex symbols and an
oc cured especially within the cific needs to community
nizations that can help them inferior class of human beings.". SHE is
past year.
WRC staff members often pro- Since advertisements themJEAN-KIL10UKCindy Newcominformation and advice for selves are trivial and superfier and Laura Davis became vide
cial, they often are not considinvolved in the WRC at the end students, ofboth women and men.
ofThe
assistance.
need
in
ered worthy of serious analysis
of their sophomore year, after
staffed by WRC mem and their cumulative impact is
taking their first Women's fice isand
open from
ignored. Many of us know that
Studies course. They recall that bers 9 pmis Monday
thru Fri advertisements perpetuate,
even then it was a somewhat and
is welcome to stereotypes and peddle goals,
closed and "cliquish" organiza- day. Anyoneprograms,
use the values and "correct" behavior,
the
attend
tion. Working with advisor office and resources, and
bealong with products, and we
Mary O'Malley (Assistant Dean
organiza
the
in
involved
come
know
that advertisers spend
of Students), and Cheryl Lower tion.
over fifty billion dollars a year
(Intern), Laura and Cindy have
Although Cindy and Laura controlling
out responses,
attempted to give the WRC a
not be directing the WRC arousing our anxiety, and stimwill
whole new image. They define
next semester, both feel that ulating out needs; yet we often
the WRC's belief as "the recoghve had a "challenging avoid examining the implicanition of the full humanity of they rewarding
experience
tions and effects. By remaining
and
women, and her right to define
especially
enthusias
They
unaware
are
of the profound seriherself." The Center seeks to
about this year's staff, and ousness of the ubiquitous influ'
educate the campus community tic
i pleased with the ence, the redundant message,
about issues affecting women, are extremely and
direction of and the subliminal impact of
r.
and to provide a supportive cohesiveness
new people advertisements, we ignore
group.
Having
the
environment for those who are means getting new ideas,
which a
powerful "educational"
struggling with their awareness
is very exciting to the direc force in the culture, one which
of those issues.
s,
the orga greatly effects our
With a staff of 25 women and ' tors, and also- benefits
men
ability
in
our
to
to each
and
Women
relate
nization.
men, the WRC is organized into
concepts of sucbecoming
involved
out
other,
in
and
terested
four committees: Program- should stop by the Center, or cess and worth, love and sexming, coordinated by Nora
e
,
uality, popularity and
call extension 2772.
1984-198-
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Films
The following films will be
shown during ''Women's Week.

October
"Killing, Us Softly" is a
documentary on images of
women in advertising. Jean
Kilbourne is the commentator
and will be speaking on campus
on Wednesday. The film will be
shown on Monday and Wednesday from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
in the Lowry Pit.
"South Africa Belongs to Us"
is a documentary portraying the
struggles and achievements of
women in South Africa who have
dedicated their lives to working
for social change under the oppressive system of apartheid.
The film will be shown on Monday and Wednesday from 11:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m., in Lowry Pit.
22-2- 7:
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-

J

-

A quintet of singers, "Sweet Honey In The Rock," will
serenade The College of Wooster with Black American
unaccompanied choral music Saturday, Oct. 20, in
Chapel at 8PM. Tickets will be sold at the door only.
Admission is $1 for College of WOoster students,and S2 for
the general public.
One critic writes that "Sweet Honey," "is in the
tradition of spirituals and gospel, they bury the dead and
heal the living. 'Sweet Honey' is what's growing in
everybody's backyard today news that never went

Mc-Ga- w

r

i

-

1

away."

1

ran
MOSAIC
The Mosaic of Talent, a
feminist celebration of the
talents of women and men on
campus, will be held on Saturday, Oct. 27, at 7:00 p.m. in
Lowry Center Pit. There will be
guitar playing, singing, poetry

reading, skits, and other

creative expressions of talent.
Students from different ethnic,

cultural, and religious

backgrounds will be performing
in the Mosaic, which will be one
of, the highlights of Parent's
Weekend.

The group of Black cultural artists began with the
leadership of Bernice Johnson Reagon, vocal director of
the D.C. Black Repertory Theater, who founded "Sweet
Honey In The Rock" in 1971 She is intrumental in the
creation of most of the lyrics. Though the singers began
performing in Washington D.C, they now sing internationally. THey perform at benefits, rallies, churches,
ceremonies and other events During the years, 19 Black
women have lent their voices to the group.
Each singer is a soloist, but the group travels as a
quartet or quintet. The uniqueness of this group is in the
lyrics. The members of "Sweet Honey" sing about their
own lives, about the complexity of being nurturing
women, mothers, children, lovers, builders of community,
moving through the ritual stages of life, birth, death and
beyond. They sing of being fighters, and they take their
audiences through the historic Black American experience. The topics of their songs expand into the social and
political realm. The women sing against racism, lynching,
slavery, rape, occupational dangers, nuclear energy and
weaponry, sexism, discrimination, hunger and unfair
housing.
"Sweet Honey In The Rock" has created four albums,
the first released in. 1976 is named after the group. The
second album, 'B'lieve Til Run On...See What the End's
Gonna Be" was named Best .Women's Album of .1979 by.
Tthe National Associa tion of Independent Record Distributors.
"Sweet Honey's" third album is "Good News" and
their latest album "We AIL. .Everyone of Us,"was released in conjunction with their 10th anniversary celebration in 1983.
We welcome "Sweet Honey In The Rock"!!

,

"Union Maids" is a documen-

tary which explores the lives
ana experiences oz several
women who have survived rape,
9

.

m

.

incest, and other forms of sexual
abuse. The film will be shown on
Tuesday and Thursday, from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., in the
UOWTf Jr 11.

"Rape Culture" is a documentary which explores the soclo- -

' economic,

psychological, and
political factors ' which contribute to a culture that fosters

rape and violence against

women. The film examines the
experiences of rape victims and
offenders. It will be shown on
Friday from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m.. in the Lowry Pit.

Spec i a IE v e nts

On Monday. Oct. 22, at 7 3d A distinction can be drawn
p.m. in Lowry 119, the Black between the structual sexism of
Women's Organization and the language ana tne sexism ex
Women's Resource Center wiia pressed by language, and of
a program fori course linguistic reform can do
Women's Week. The program little about the latter. But the
"Women Negative, Blac klformer is not a trivial issue.!
Women Double Negative." will Such linguistic practices as the!
highlight diary readings from generic use of 'man' are not just
BWO and WRC members. This annoying, and we are.not being!
will provide an interesting look petty in objecting to them; they
at the frustrations, challenges. turn out to be pernicious, and
and joys which can be seed contrary to the interests of
through the records that college feminists.
women kept in an attempt to in
Straumanis' workshop entitl
crease
These ed. "Marriage Blackout." will
readings will compare first-yebe held in the Faculty Lounge, in
students' experiences to up-- Lowry Center at 4:00 p.m. on
perclass life. This program and Tuesday, Oct. 23. During this
the following discussion will con workshop, Straumanis will use
centrate on the similarities bet her own diaries and journals to
ween black and white college explore women's experiences.
women. We feel that this pro
Her lecture, "Of Sissies and
gram will be especially fulfilling Spinsters:
and
if other students attend in order Sexism -- in . Language," will be
to listen and participate.
held Tuesday, Oct. 23, at 7:30
p.m. in Mateer Auditorium.
co-.spon-

ser

self-awarene- ss.

In addition to .the programs
above, we would also like to announce a presentation sponsored
by the International Students
Association and the wrc entitled "Similarities and Differences
Between International Women."
There will be a panel discussion
of women representing several
different countries, who will
share their experiences living as
women in their particular
cultural environments, as well
as their feelings about life at
Wooster. This presentation will
be held on Wednesday, Oct. 31,
at 7:00 p.m. in Lowry 119.
.

ar

Dynamics in the Workplace:
Why Women Organize." We are
fortunate to have Marsha IsbelL
the director of Cleveland
Women Working, an organization for professional women
employed in clerical positions.
This organization works to prevent sex discrimination and addresses
other issues related to
The Wrc and the Career Planwomen
teh workplace. Isbell
in
ning and Placement Center are
on Thursday,
speaking
will
be
a.presentation en25, at 7:00 p.m. in the FaculOct.
"Male-Femal- e
Power ty Lounge.
titled
Sex-Marki-

ng

.

Don't forget to pick up
registration forms for Women's
Health Day (Thursday, Oct. 18,
4:00 p.m. --9: 00 p.m.). Don't miss
this opportunity to see nationally known speakers! Registration'
forms are available in the
Dean's Office, Hygeia, Lowry
Front Desk and the WRC office.

co-sponser- ing

Pages

EtaEier's Club
them. Anyone in the club who
is determined to have committed a major offense (deleting
another's files, stealing passwords, etc..) will be promptly
thrown out of the club, with
jvery little chance of ever
This exemplifies the
club's commitment to honest
and moral use of the computer,
as does the fact that each

Values

computer system than the
... BY DAVID HUNTER
Center seminars can
Computer
What's a hacker? Aren't hackand acting as as
them,
teach
ers crazy people who use comstepping-ston- e
to the Hacker's
puters to break into the FBI
who wish to be
those
Club
for
and banks and do stuff like
members but do not have the
' that? No, a hacker is not a
needed experience. Seminars
dangerous maniac on the loose
are held for the Novice Users
who is a complete recluse and
Group whenever a question aryet messes up people's lives
about something not anises
with machines. The Computer
in the Computer Center
Center staff here at Wooster prospective
member is swered
or whenever the
seminars
has defined a "Hacker" as one screened to determine if the Hacker's Club has a new subwho is "logged onto a computer group considersd them to be
to teach. This has worked
system for no particular rea- "dangerous." that is to see if ject so
out
far to be once every two
son, usually late at night," or thev mieht be tempted to do
held after the Hacxer's
one who "is doing something something malicious on. or to weeks,
completes
business.
Club
unnecessary on a computer the system.
is this: t he
line
bottom
The
system for fun." This definition
The club meets on Wednes- Hacker's Club is not an organiis a kinder version of one used day niehts in the Taylor Com
to be feared, but one to
last year, but is still not accur- puter Center at 8:00pm. Anyone zation
helD. The hackers do
for
ask
Barrin-ger.
ate. According to Tom
interested in joining may ap- not destroy the system, but
ply, but only those who show
Hacker's Club
to utilize it to its fullest
and president, a hacker is their abilities and knowledge seek
potential,
and education of
"someone who spends time on can expect to get in right away. the Wooster student body is tne
a computer system program- Others may be Referred to the
ming for fun." Dan Sikorski. Novice Users Group. The Nov- best way to do that.
club secretary, defines a hack- ice Users Group is not entirely
er as "one who programs for separate from the Hacker's
the challenge and creativity Club, but membership of the
involved." Yes, hackers do Hacker's Club is restricted
have fun. But they are normal- while anyone may join the Novly not logged on "for no partic- ice Users Group. The Novice
ular reason" to do "something Users Group serves two purunnecessary," for learning is poses: educating people who
necessary and that is what they want to learn more about the
are usually doing.
The Hacker's Club was
founded last February by Tom
Barringer and Dan Sikorski.
According to Tom, the purpose
of the group is very definately
NOT to try to break in to
computer systems, beat security or wreak havoc everywhere
that it can. Quite to the contrary- The main goal of the
club is to "Increase the campus
awareness of computer technology by holding forth student
examples who are perhaps at
the forefront, of this technology." Another goal of the club is
to promote qualified and capable use of computers in a wider
group than just the computer
science majors, so that the
complex realm of the computer
0cto&i2O,X984
can be brought within the reach
of the larger segment of the
student population. Sikorski's
idea of the club's main purpose
VAX

re-turni- nz.

co-foun- der

Continued from Page

1

setting is changed, that particular terminal may not be usable
for 7 days. If you encounter
Callahan continued quite ob- problems with a PCU or terjectively, stating that these minal, do not attempt to fix it
values must be controlled by yourself, call the computer cenjustice, security, a concern for ter at extension 2805.
Continued from Page

1

There' have been several

general welfare,

changes made to the VAX lately, one of which involves your
use of terminals. If you are
logged into the system, and da
not do any typing for a 15
minute period, you will be automatically logged off the system. If you know that you will
be away from a terminal for a
period of time, please log out,
otherwise the VAX will do it for

democratic

and safety;

procedures,

research can then begin
under the direction of
these set values and guidelines.
Basically, society should take on

full-for- ce

the challenge of mustering all
the morality, sensitivity, ra-

tionality,

democracy,

and

responsibility it can to make
these crucial decisions that face you.
us, in order to be judged f Finally, a reminder that papositively by the future genera- per is not free. Every student is
tions. The two respondents alloted sufficient computer refollowed up with the general opi- sources to do an adequate
nion that the dangers have not amount of computing and word
Printing, especially
surfaced yet. so continued processing.
quality
printing, rapidly
letter
nothing
can
do
but
research
your
Long
resources.
drains
good.
necesabsolutely
printouts,
if
All of the speakers emphasiz- sary,
should be done using the
ed continued widespread big print
programs. Multiple
publicity of the matter as well as copies of a. file may not be
general optimism that the right printed, please use a Xerox
decisions will be made. As a con- machine. Users who consume
cluding thought, it is necessary large amounts of paper may be
for the public to be familiar with asked to cover this added cost.
both sides of the great debate on
The College's computer is a
genetics because it is going to powerful, but limited system.
directly effect future genera- Careful but considerate use of
tions. Are you in favor of evolu- this system will provide frus- j
tion in a tejsfcJn&eJ tii
eryone.

is '"sharing knowledge"

amongst experienced uaers and
educating novice users, as it
evidence by the newly-forme- d
Novice Users group.
The club's commitment to
education and sharing knowledge (and programs) are supported by various seminars and
speakers during the year. Some
of the speakers planned for this
year include Arnie Grossblatt
speaking about system services
and assorted topics, Don Har-- ,
ward on Artificial Intelligence,
' Carl Zimmerman on the
Network, and if possible
speakone or two
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The club is not
often it is a member of the
group who notices lapses and
loopholes in security. This is
not to say that they will exploit
anti-securit-
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SOCCER
BY TIM DOOR AND STEVE
GALE

This past Friday the Scots

ran up against nationally
.

ranked Ohio Wesleyn. The
game was a tough match and

Wooster succumbed to a 0
deficit.
Though- - this past Tuesday
was
different story for the
Scots. For the first time in five
weeks the Scots pulled off a win.
against Malone College by the
score of
Goals scored by
Doug Hart (2). Carlo's Pettinau
(2), John Porter (1), and Steve
Ross (1) contributed to the
Scots second win of the season.
Wooster looks forward to this
Saturday by challenging the
undefeated team from Oberlin
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Field Hockey
JB Typewriter

BY JENNY POTEE

After a close game with Ke- nyon on Wednesday, with a
score of two to one, the women's
field hockey team still holds
their title. The team then faced
off against Ashland on Saturday.
with a shutout. -

Service & Sxiss Inc.

Mawr. P.A., scored three of the
Scotties' goals. Ariane Collot d
'Escury swept two more goals
past Ashland, along with Aggie
Belt's goal, to make the final
The team continues to
score
be number one in the region and
hopes to hold this position when
they travel to Oneonta State and
Hartwick College this weekend.
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SAMARITAN FOUNDATION
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MANAGE YOUR CAREER
WITH A

I
Y

break's (mid term) gonna be
degrees nice. We need a little rest...away
when the women's cross country from all the academics and
team competed last Friday in a stuff," Penny said.
meet between Kent State, Last Saturday, in men's cross
Akron, Malone. Wooster, and country action. Wooster com
Walsh College, held at Walsh. peted at Findlay College. "We
Patty Smanick came in first for; were a little less intense, maybe
the Scots, sixth overall, in the due to the strange course...there
meet. The overall winner was was a lot of high grass to run
Lisa Husar. from Kent State, through.. .it wasn't an exciting
setting a new course record at coursethe guys said it was bor
18:14.
ing." said coach Jim Bean.
The final team standings were: Todd Fach came in first for
Malone. followed by Kent State. Wooster. sixth overall. Paul
Akron, Walsh, and Wooster. The Fleming was right behind, com
competition was different than ing in eighth overall. Scot Mellor
normal last week. Wooster, a followed by coming in 13th and
Division 3 competitor, meaning rounding out the top four was
no - scholarship money for Dave Dean, taking 30th. who hit
althletics, was up against Kent' some wet grass and fell down on
State, a Division 1 team, which the last curve, causing "easily a
allows scholarships, and Akron, difference of 5 places," ac
a Division 2 team, and Malone cording to Bean.
and Walsh, whose athletes get Wooster came in sixth, out of
some scholarships.
seven teams, but "I think we acdisappointed
at
not
tually
ran pretty well," Bean
"I'm
aU... We're starting to progress said. "I think it was the course
forward,"-- coach Craig Penny more than anything...We've
said. But. according to Penny, been spoiled by our course,
needs to work on the Also, according to Bean there is
differences between the times of still too big a gap between the
the runners. "We need to work ; top three runners and the rest of
to get them all within a minute" the team.
of each other. Penny continued,
This Friday the team travels
saying that the team needs a lit- to Bowling Green, with the
tle more confidence and will get women's team, for the
some much needed rest for the meet. "That should be in
next few weeks.
teresting because we can
o
Friday
the
is
measure ourselves against all
This
meet at Bowling Green, the other teams in Ohio." com
"against all the biggies." ac mented Bean. This is the first
year Wooster has gone to the All-cording to Penny.
competi
best
the
be
Ohio meet, because it used to be
should
"It
tion we see all year...The held at Ohio Wesleyan.
BY IDA WILLIAMS

It was sunny and
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BUSIliESS LEADERS

o f Tomorrow.

r

t the University of Rochester's Graduate School
of Management you can manage your career with a highly
respected M.BA, With our wide variety of financial aid and loan
programs, you can manage your finances, too. So, take charge,
and manage your'way to a top quality management education.
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BY ROCKY ZAZZARO

After a' four hour bus ride to
the metropolis of Indianapolis,
an overnight stay at a Budget
Inn, and another two hour drjve
into the thriving cornfield' of
Crawfordsville, the Scots once
again took the field pnly to leave
it in defeat Wabash. 1 for the
year, handled the Scots sparingly by a score of ..
The Little Giants scored
quickly on their first possession,
on a 52 yard run by Bill Kaiser.
On the Scot's second possession,
they were able to drive the ball
to the Wabash ten yard line. At
the ten, however. John Bulkley
fumbled for the Scots, and
Wooster lost their chance to tie.
Late in the first quarter,
Wooster fumbled away chances
once again, as the Scots fumbled,
a punt which gave the ball to the
Giants on the Wooster . 22
yardline. Wabash scored again,
making it 14-- The Scots drove
the ball from their own 23
yardline to the Wabash
yardline, where Kevin Howard
hit a 28 yard field goal to put the
Scots behind 14-- At the half, the
Scots were driving the ball at the
Little Giants. Coming out in the
second half, the Little Giants
took total control of their
homecoming and scored continuously. Late In the fourth
3--
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quarter, starting quarterback

Phil Lucchese was replaced by
sophmore Archie Rodger who
xxrove
the balL to rive
Wooster their only touchdown
of the game. The final score
was Wabash 33, Wooster 9.
Highlighting the Scots' offense
were kick stern ana
Ward. Stern was 13 carries for 55
yards and Ward had 53 yards on
13 carries. Lu cchese was 10 of 23
for 105 yards and was sacked
once. Rodgers proved to be ef
fective. The Scot's future Q.B.
was two for four, with 23 yards.
Leading . the Wooster. defense
was Kurt Smith with 11 tackles
and Steve Coss with nine. The
Scots will have a week open and
then play Allegheny College on
rry
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL TOLL FREE'
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Regardless of grade average
or family income. We guarantee to match you with at least
five possible financial sour
ces. Send $5.00 for information kit to:
-
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Friday, October 19

2-C373

THE UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

quaBtrrommmtLBJL

naomlTfchoegl

Associate Director of Admissions
Appointments may be scheduled at
Career Planning & Placement Service

I was on that long bus ride.
and I played In the disappointing
defeat I apologize if we do not
meet the students' ideal of a
football team: When we do run
onto the field however, we want
to. and try our hardest to. win.
We are a young team and have
been improving. We will win our
next four games or die trying.
We thank you for your, support
and would just like to let you
know we are trying our hardest
to win. Thank you.
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Elie Wiesel. we of the most
gifted writer i0 Jur time. will be
speaking at Baldwin-Wallac- e
College, on Tuesday. Oct. 16.
The College of Wooster Jewish
Students Association is sponser-in- g
a van trip to hear Wiesel. Interested students and faculty
should meet at Lowry Center at
6:00 p.m.. Tuesday. Oct. 16. Van
seats are limited. Please come
early. Only the first 12 dmb1
' can be seated on the van. Free
admission and transportation.
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$2.00 on your next shampoo,
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cell ?z nns tHink about choosing
the finest a 14K gold college ring
from ArtCarved. ,
and handcrafted for last-- s
ing value, an ArtCarved 14 K gold
iicollegc ring is now more affordable
than evet For a limited time only,"
you can save $15 on the style of your
choice: Stopby to see the entire
ArtCarved collection and custom
options. Remembei; its your year
for gold!
.
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S. Market

esigned

263-65- 73

Just Nortn of

Lyric Theatre

COUPON

Buy One Get One Free
Oct.l, 1SS4
Good
$6.95 (2) Two Dinners $6.95
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Your Choice of
Esteak de Puerco (7 oz.) Pork Steak

or

Half Gatlinita Hornada - Cornish Hen
Comes with rice or potato, vegetable

1KORVED

tossed salad.

CLASS RINGS

Week End Special

(4)

Four

Famly Style Dinners
Servea (4) Parsons in Any Combination
Woinor Rostbraten (7 oz.) or
Half OaWnita Hornada
Comas with potato or riea. vegetable a tossed salad.
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